ALWAYS ASK FOR

Whitemore’s Polishes

The World’s

Standard

Ages Used

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Shoe Polishes in the World.

Gilt Edges & Foils for Ladies’ and Children’s Black

brace and boots. Make your shoes smart.

Dandy, or for

Shoe Polish,

Total Bors, Black.

Boston, Black liquid for Men’s and Boys’

Shoes. Simmons’ Patent Lotion and

Superglaze (1 oz.) by applying Paste and

Shoe Liner Paste and all Boot Leather

Adhesives.

Whitemore Bros. & Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Whitemore’s Polish Paste "White Paste" to be sold at

all shoe dealers of repute.

Regulation United States

ARMY

SHOES

FOR THE

National Guard.

Sold by the largest contractors of

ARMY NAVY AND MARINE SHOES

in the United States. Samples and Catalog

showing styles on application.

Expert shoes are prepared.

JOSEPH M. HERMAN & CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

IN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE NATIONAL GUARD MAGAZINE

THE

NATIONAL GUARD MAGAZINE

Authorized by the Executive Committee of the Inter-State National Guard

Association of the United States.
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Brigadier General A. H. Kneeland, of Maine.

Major General C. L. Rounds, of Maryland.

General Arthur Prince, of Montana.

General J. E. Cullipher, of Nebraska.

General Dorsey Greer, of Idaho.

Major A. L. Bicknell, of Kansas.

C. E. T. Miller, Publisher, Columbus, Ohio.
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